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Alcestis | 1960 | Stage Set
“That which emerges from the earth. Objects in transit from one state to another.” - NOGUCHI
Untitled #481 | 1958 | Sculpture
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Untitled #481 | 1958 | Sculpture
“That which emerges from the earth. Objects in transit from one state to another.”  -NOGUCHI
Moere-numa Koen | 2005 | Playscape
Moere-numa Koen | 2005 | Playscape
“That which emerges from the earth. Objects in transit from one state to another.” - NOGUCHI
Garden of the Future | 1965 | Urban Design
Garden of the Future | 1965 | Urban Design
“That which emerges from the earth. Objects in transit from one state to another.” - NOGUCHI
Monument To The Plough | 1933 | Model
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